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In the end, Jake defeats the clever criminal, gets him to confess to the murder, and is rewarded with three “Oh damn it!” outside of Holt. The father quickly shows up and apologizes, but they kept things very real when Rosa’s mother still hadn’t spoken to her. 5 Safe House, Episode 12 (8.7) Another two-part episode in the middle of season five found
Jake and Kevin (Captain Holt’s husband) locked in a hideout together for over two months due to the fact that deadly gangster, Seamus Murphy, threatened to kill Kevin. Oh, damn it! NEXT: Brooklyn Nine-Nine: 5 Best (& 5 Worst) Season 5 Episodes (According to IMDb) Next How did I meet your mother: What were the characters' salaries in the final
season? Things change when Jake’s new gang discovers he’s been snitching to the warden, but his fellow cannibal cellmate Caleb (who would love this alliteration) intervenes to save him. 4 99, Episode 9 (8.8) Who wouldn’t want to go on a cross-country trip with their colleagues? The hilarity is endless in this episode, as Jake and Kevin (complete
opposites) slowly go crazy in limited space, which was not helped by Holt’s incredibly strict rules to follow while they were there. When actress Stephanie Beatress came out as bisexual, she and the writers agreed to reveal that her character in the series was also bisexual, resulting in the episode where Rosa goes out to her parents during game night
(with the help and support of Jake, who was totally comfortable) and dealing with the consequences of her parents not accepting their daughter. This episode began as a normal episode of Brooklyn 99 would and led the audience to believe it was just another week of hijinks – but they were wrong. The gang was supposed to fly back too, but it is
revealed that Holt was foiling them at every turn in order to stop them tuo sdnif ekaJ.01 pot aht deccarc sedosipe gnivigsknaT2ro yduJ0guoD7rehw nossw00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 a soL otOtWebFi("VR Nowd nekorb") a non-tertnuc h5ssorca kcab yaw
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for their wedding. The show quickly takes on a dark tone as Rosa responds to a shootout (with several casualties) and the rest of the 99 are ordered to retreat and are forced to wait for the situation to unfold. He reveals that he is committed, so he does not want to attend the meeting, but the 99 say that everyone will help him when the time comes.
It’s not the typical opener of Brooklyn 99, but hilarious nonetheless. Jake eventually joins a gang to protect himself, but is forced to become a whistleblower by the warden when he learns that Jake has joined the gang responsible for most of the contraband in prison. this larangeal fracture. Rosa locked herself in solitude and Jake joined a gang and
made a ton of Blizz (meth) while the rest of the 99 tried to find evidence that Melanie Hawkins was a corrupt police officer who framed Jake and Rosa. While Brooklyn 99 is undoubtedly a comedy, writers have proven they know how to dive into the depths of the emotional pool when it comes to the life of a cop. The robbery started just like the
previous year, with everyone at the police station having a chance to steal a chosen item and have it in their possession before midnight to be declared an “Amazing Human/Genius,” but the episode ended with a crazy twist of Jake using the robbery to propose to Amy. During their simultaneous parties, Jake escapes on a way to craft treasure hunt
designed by Charles in order to eat steak and drink booze with Terry and Holt, while Amy goes to a bar with Rosa, Gina and their friend Kylie to show them a guy she had a one-night stand with. 10 2 2 oid³ÃsipE ,2 traP esuoH giB The second half of this two-part episode to open up the season followed the story-line of Jake and Rosa being thrown in
prison for crimes they didn't commit. 9 Show Me Going, Episode 20 (8.4) Talk about heart-wrenching. The episode ends with Holt and Jake captured by Murphy with Kevin heroically saving the day. 1 The Box, Episode 14 (9.5) A show is only as good as it's bottle episode, andÃ ÂBrooklyn 99's bottle episode is theÃ Âhighest rated episode in the entire
series soÃ ÂBrooklyn 99 must be pretty darn good. Jake was in South Carolina and had a cellmate named Caleb who turned out to be a cannibal and was in prison for eating nine children, meanwhile Rosa was in Connecticut and she got Terry and Captain Holt to do a bunch of chores for her on the outside (and they weren't pleasant). The episode
follows Jake and Holt (dressed in a tuxedo for extra comedic value) as they spend the entire half-hour of screen time interrogating Phillip Davidson, a dentist who they believe murdered his partner. Eventually, the 99 pulls together a beautiful wedding for Jake and Amy, but ends with a cliffhanger of not letting the audience know whether or not Holt
got the job. 2 HalloVeen, Episode 4 (9.5) For the fourth consecutive season theÃ Âannual Halloween heist takes the number two spot on the season's list of top episodes (yet it's still tied for the top rated episode in the entire series). 6 Game Night, Episode 10 (8.6) This was another episode where the writers of the show displayed how well they could
integrate relevant cultural topics into the series. series.
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